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ANSWERS 

Exercise 1  Nouns (2)  
Ex. 1.1  (P.1) 
1. Masculine Feminine Neutral 
 nephew, host, landlord goddess, niece parent, spouse 
2. grand-daughter 3. policewoman 4. / 
5. stewardess 6. gentleman 7. auntie 
8. mistress 9. mother-in-law 10. waiter 
11. monk 12. landlady 13. / 
14. fiancé 15. gay 
16. He is a bachelor. 
17. The prince bows to the queen. 
18. He becomes a widower after his wife died. 
19.  The bridesmaid is an actress. 
20. Some people say that the bridegroom / groom is a wizard. 
 
Ex. 1.2  (P.2) 
1. palms 2. shoulders 3. chin 4. ankles 
5.  elbow / elbows 6. belly 7.  cheeks 
8. wrists 9. fists 10. waist  
11. pineapple 12. strawberries 13. water-melon 
14. grapes 15. pears 16. coconut 
17. cockroaches   18. mosquitoes (mosquitos) 
19. caterpillar 20. parrots 21. tortoises 22. kitten, puppy 
23. fly 24. spider 25. ant 26. lizard 
27. hamster 28. parrot 
 

Exercise 2  Verbs (2) 
Ex. 2.1  (P.5) 
1.   a rule  the window  my way 
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2.   a promise  balance  a leg 
3.  a cake  a mistake  an appointment 
4.  action  a visit  attention 
5.  funds  a family  water 
6.  a secret  an umbrella  a rest 
7.  suicide  his promise  a crime 
8.  her curiosity  her appetite  her suspicion 
9.   take care of 10.  earn money for 
11. get to know 12. stimulate 
13.  not win 14. do something wrong 
15. break 16. lose 17. take  18. raise 
19. break 20. make 21. take 22. keep 
23. make 24. pay 25. take / hail   26. keep 
27. make    28. raise    29. loses 30. break / quit 
31. commit   32. pay 
 
Ex. 2.2  (P.7) 
1. reply to 2. objects to 3. discuss 4. enter 
5. apply for 6. arrive in 7. equals 8. requested for 
9. demands 10. complain about   11. runs 
12. riding 13. pity 14. tease 15. suffer 
16. sympathize with 
 
Ex. 2.3  (P.8) 
1. writting  writing 2.  
3. applyed  applied 4.  
5. teached  taught 6. costed  cost  
7. spreaded  spread 8. fixs  fixes 
9. wore  worn 10.  
 

Exercise 3  Tenses (2) 
Ex. 3.1  (P.10) 
1. will be enjoying 2. will be taking 
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3. will be sleeping 4. will be studying 
5. will be having 6. will be singing 
7. Will...be waiting 8. will be interviewing 
9. will have arrived 10. will have presented 
11. will have decorated 12. will have been 
13.  will have graduated 14.  will have...received 
15. will have escaped 16. will have changed 
17. will have finished 18. will fail 
19. will be having 20. will be climbing 
21. will have...departed 22. will start 
23. shall/will leave, shall/will have read  
24. Will...have finished 
 
Ex. 3.2  (P.12) 
1. has been raining 2.  have been playing 
3.  has been teaching 4.  has been working 
5.  have been singing 6.  have been driving 
7.  have been chatting 8.  have been complaining 
9.  had been doing 10.  had been begging 
11.  had been practising 12.  had been waiting 
13.  had been ringing 14.  had been crying 
15.  shall have been working 16.  will have been supporting 
17.  will have been playing 18.  will have been shopping 
19.  will have been sleeping 20.  will have...been running 
21.  is holding 22.  shall be baking 
23.  was...sleeping 24.  had been practising 
25.  will have been living 26.  has been working 
27.  has been studying 28.  was preparing 
29.  has been working 30.  is arguing 
 
Ex. 3.3  (P.15) 
1. sleeps 2. are sleeping 3. has slept 
4. had slept 5. were sleeping 6. slept 
7. will sleep 8. will have slept 9. will be sleeping 
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10. has been sleeping   
11. A 12. B 13. B 14. C 15. A 
16. B 17. B 18.  C 19.  A 20.  C 
21. had already booked 22. is talking, will meet 
23. usually revises  24. had been looking 
25.  has been falling  26. had gone 
27. will / shall have completed 28. opened, have visited 
29. took, thought, was going 
30. is waiting, has bought, will be roasting 
31. has watered  watered 32.  
33. have fought  are fighting 34. learns  will learn 
35.  do not like  does not like 36.  have seen  saw 
37.   38.  work  were working 
39.  has raining  has been raining 40.  has begun  had begun 
 

Exercise 4  Subject-verb agreement (1)  
Ex. 4.1  (P.19) 
1. Are 2. is 3. has 4. is 
5. do 6. am 7. are 8. Does 
9. is 10. are, is 11. are  12. has 
13. have 14. is 15. do 16. are 
17. has 18. are 19. are 20. is 
21. has 22. are 23. have 24. does 
25. am 26. have 27. are 28. do 
29. does not like   30. repairs 31. go  
32. do, store 33. object 34. makes 35. affects 
36. remember 37. requires 38. Do, need 
 
Ex. 4.2  (P.21) 
1. Each of her dolls have a name.  has 
2. One of the applicants has been rejected.   
3. Half of the letters here was typed by my sister.  were 
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4. About five percent of the food have been wasted.  has 
5. Some of the wine have been drunk.    has 
6. Each of us buys a cake.     
7. Every article has been proofread.   
8. No one know my secret hiding place.  knows 
9. Each of the agents have his own clients.  has 
10. Somebody is singing in the bathroom.   
11. Part of the wall paper are peeling off.  is 
12. A large quantity of beef is consumed every day.   
13. Ten percent of the mixture have been evaporated.  has 
14. Every typewriter and computer in the office are not available 

at the moment. 
  

is 
15. We are very surprised to find that someone have reserved a 

table for us.  
  

has 
16. The majority of people here are concerned about the 

unemployment problem. 
  

 
17. Is 18. is 19. belong 20. is 
21.  has 22. decide 23. goes 24. is 
25. comes 26. has 27. matches 28. shares 
29. are 30. take 31. have 32. wants 
 
Ex. 4.3  (P.23) 
1. Does 2.  3. work  4.  
5. are  [*Note: the ten days are separate, not a period of time] 
6.  7. have 8. do 9.  
10. were 11. has 12. need 13. Is 
14. understand 15. is 16. think 17. has 
18. weighs 19. get 20. is 
 
Ex. 4.4  (P.25) 
1. cheese, is 2. writing, requires 3. everything, is 
4. trees, are 5. a set, costs 6. results, disappoint 
7. Dorothy, has 8. The car, was 9. The pilot, is 
10. A committee, was 11. To convince, requires 
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12. Polly and Carman, are 13. committee members, object 
14. Everybody, enjoys 15. (Cycling), is 
16. (I), get 17. (The ring), costs 
18. (The flowers), are 19. (The information), is 
20. (files), are 21. (Sonia and her mother), come 
22. (Doing), is 23.  (Three times five), equals 
24.  (Sam Hui), has 25. (fruit and vegetables), are 
26. (A vase), has 27. (sale records), are 
28. (I), am 29. (The circulation), has 
30. (The eight passengers), are 31. (Mr. Lee), goes 
32.  (This type), kills  
33. The parents of the naughty boy was scolding him for his bad 

manners. 
 

were 
34. Johnson with his parents is going to Japan next week.  
35. Benson, unlike his friends, lead a disciplined life. leads 
36. Indulging in computer games turns his world upside-down.  
37. It is you, not Jacky, who has well-recognized talent. have 
38. He is one of the students who get a scholarship.  
39. The quality of the jeans is good.  
40. The gun together with the bullets have been stolen. has 
41. Joseph, unlike his brother, works very hard.  
42. He is one of the boys who was awarded a scholarship. were 
43. The butterflies in the garden attracts a lot of admiration. attract 
44. David is the only one of the students that were absent today. was 
45. Sophia always goes shopping and so does her friends. do 
46. The colour of the roses are very special. is 
47. Here comes the girls. come 
48. One of the applicants who are selected for interview finally 

get the job. 
 

gets 
 

Exercise 5  Determiners and quantifiers (2) 
Ex. 5  (P.29) 
1. a piece of:  advice  letter  lemon 
2. a bowl of:  porridge  water  noodles 
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3. a can of:  soup  beer  bread 
4. a gang of:  babies  robbers  scientists 
5. a pair of:  clothes  glasses  trousers 
6. a bunch of:  flowers   trees  keys 
7. a carton of:  rice  juice  eggs 
8. a flock of:  seagulls  dogs  cigarettes 
9. a sachet of:  salt  sauce  butter 
10. a piece of:  chalk  furniture  cigarette 
11.  pool of 12.  loaf of 13.   14.  bars of 
15.  pair of 16.  slice of 17.  piece of 18.  drops of 
19.  reel of 20. set 21. bunch 22. band  
23. lumps 24. crew 25. slice 26. carton  
27. pair  28. bar 29. sachets 30. piles  
31. flight 32. swarm 
33.  a glass  a bottle  a carton  a can 
34.  a little  a bunch of  a bouquet of  
  a ball of  a basket of  a bar of 
35.  a glove  a pair of glove   a pair of gloves 
36.  a chalk  a few chalks  
  some pieces of chalk  some pieces of chalks 
37.  some chocolates  a box of chocolate 
  a box of chocolates 
38.  an apple  some apples  a box of apple 
  a box of apples  several boxes of apples 
39.  homework  a homework  several homeworks  
  many homework  a piece of homework 
  several pieces of homework 
40.  biscuit  a biscuit  a few biscuits 
  a packet of biscuit  a packet of biscuits 
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Exercise 6  Adjectives (2)  
Ex. 6.1  (P.34) 
(*For items 1−12, refer to Notes I3 or the dictionary for other possible answers.) 
1. beautiful, wonderful, successful ... 
2. enjoyable, reasonable, comfortable ... 
3. possible, terrible, responsible ... 
4. active, talkative, positive ... 
5. excellent, confident, intelligent ... 
6. serious, curious, delicious ... 
7. famous, dangerous, poisonous ... 
8. funny, healthy, tasty ... 
9. professional, additional, racial ... 
10. popular, similar, regular ... 
11. pleasant, elegant ...  
12. patient, convenient ... 
13. troublesome 14. successful 15. collective 
16. monthly 17. musical 18. considerate 
19. scientific 20. quarrelsome 21. foolish 
22. choosy 23. stressful 24. selective 
25. terrible 26. accidental 27. thoughtful 
28. passive 29. attractive 30. cheerful 
31. regular 32. cautious 33. dusty  
34. remarkable 35. international 36. messy 
37. flexible 38. curious 
 
Ex. 6.2  (P.36) 
1. white 2. blue 3. Orange 4. Purple 
5. red 6. pink 7. golden 8. gray 
9. yellow 10. red 11. black 12. blue 
13. white 14. silver 15. green 16. red 
17. yellow 18. blue 19. golden 20. green 
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Ex. 6.3  (P.37) 
1. Australian 2. Japanese 3. British 4. German 
5. French 6. Korean 7. Brazilian 8. Chinese 
9. Greek 10. Swiss 11. conference hall. 
12. tennis rackets. 13. bean soup.  
14. fifty-storey building. 15. kitchen table. 
16. eight-year-old girl. 17.  ten-day trip. 18.  rose garden. 
19. hard-boiled 20. five-star 21. baby-faced 
22. densely-populated 23. user-friendly 24. old-fashioned 
25. part-time 26. tongue-tied 27. cold-blooded 
28. mouth-watering 29. injured 30. homeless  
31. elderly 32. healthy 33. dead 
34. blind 35. illiterate 36. unemployed 
 

Exercise 7  Adverbs (2)  
Ex. 7.1  (P.41) 
1. around the world 2. by heart 
3. All of a sudden 4. every night 
5. in a peaceful way 6. Beyond the shadow of doubts 
7. As carefully as she could 8. just one week away 
9. Once upon a time 10. with great patience 
 
Ex. 7.2  (P.42) 
1. It is too cold to swim. 
2. (a) He is only willing to lend the laptop to me. 

(b) He is willing to lend only the laptop to me. 
(c) He is willing to lend the laptop only to me. 
(d) Only he is willing to lend the laptop to me. 

3. I would rather stay at home than go to theme parks.  
4. (a) Sometimes we tell lies to protect ourselves. 
 (b) We sometimes tell lies to protect ourselves. 
5. You can shop cheaply in the supermarket at all times. 
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6. Lucy has been waiting in the library the whole afternoon. 
7. To my surprise, Lucy bought a necklace for me. 
8. (a) Next to the cinema is my favourite book shop. 

(b) My favourite book shop is next to the cinema. 
9. Out of the blue, I got high distinctions in all subjects.   
10. (a) I thank her sincerely for her encouragement and support. 

(b) I sincerely thank her for her encouragement and support. 
 
Ex. 7.3  (P.43) 
1. musically 2. quietly 3. easily 
4. absolutely 5. feebly 6. solely 
7. decisively 8. truly 9. subtly 
10. heroically 11. publicly 12. lovingly 
13. clumsily 14. merrily 15. attractively 
16. tidily 17. economically 18. idly 
19. Jade knitted the scarf carelessly. 
20. That young lady walked fast. 
21. They greeted each other warmly. 
22. Carrie danced clumsily. 
23. Anna nervously reported the crime to the police. 
24. James handled his relationships quite well. 
25. Reece always hands in his assignments duly. 
26. Jack proposed to his fiancée publicly. 
27. Bella spoke to her tutor politely. 
28. Ryan’s attitude has changed subtly. 
 
Ex. 7.4  (P.45) 
1. high higher highest 
2. fast faster fastest 
3. quickly more quickly most quickly 
4. greedily more greedily most greedily 
5. little less least 
6. early earlier earliest 
7. enthusiastically more enthusiastically most enthusiastically 
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8. far  further furthest 
9. hard harder hardest 
10. badly worse worst 
11. far farther farthest 
12. many more most 
13. well better best 
14. late later latest 
15. sharply more sharply most sharply 
16.  B 17. A 18. A 19. C 20. B 21. C 
22. The bird is flying higher and higher. 
23. Sam treats his friends as truly as Heidi does. 
24. Angus accepts the job offer more willingly than Marc as the terms offered 

are quite attractive. 
25. Sam was a responsible person, and he did not drive so recklessly as Heidi 

did. 
26. Norah cares more about global warming than Jude and Winnie. 
27. Winnie tried hardest in the exam amongst the three girls. 
28. Jude only got a CD player; more luckily, Norah won a return ticket to 

France.  
 

Exercises 8  Passive voice (2)  
Ex. 8.1  (P.49) 
1. A chicken is being roasted by us. 
2. Some bones were being buried by the dog. 
3. The little boy’s fingernails were being bitten. 
4. A sweater is being knitted for her son. 
5. The documents are being checked line by line. 
6. Boxes of wine were being loaded onto the lorry by the workers. 
7. We had to be quiet when the test papers were being marked by Mr. Lee. 
8. Don’t disturb Dickson as an important experiment is being done by him. 
9. Ms. Wong is teaching the class. 
10. He was eating some grapes. 
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11. Maria is ironing some clothes. 
12. They were singing Christmas carols in a plaza. 
13. Mom is marinading some fish with a special sauce. 
14. The discipline master was warning Nick not to bully the younger kids 

again. 
15. are being sung 16. was stolen 17. were born 
18. has been told 19. are provided 20.  were being trained 
21. are watered 22. is being called 23. has just been released 
24. were embarrassed   25. is being repaired 
26. was delayed 27. is...received 28. was believed 
29. has already been...discussed 30. was being scolded 
 
Ex. 8.2  (P.52) 
1.  Was the money given to us by him? 
2.  Has the interview been prepared by him? 
3.  Was the meat being eaten by them? 
4.  Which hat will be chosen by her? 
5.  Which books have been read by Nathan? 
6.  Were the boys bullied by the gangsters? 
7. Is a coffee shop being run by you? 
8.  Is the rumour spread by them? 
9.  Will I be paid for the work? 
10.  Are her teeth brushed every day? 
11. Is the plant being watered? 
12.  Why was the door locked? 
13.  When will the books be returned? 
14.  Had the bank robbers been caught? 
15.  Were the documents torn into pieces? 
16.  What food has been ordered? 
 
Ex. 8.3  (P.54) 
1. It is hoped that the new President will overcome the crisis. 
2. It is believed that minimum wage laws can protect the rights of workers. 
3. It was recommended that we should prepare a survival kit for tornadoes. 
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4. It is suggested that they have to do the analysis with great care. 
5. It is said that Jiu Zhai Kou is one of the most beautiful places in China. 
6. Up to present it has been assumed that the bank is the safest place for 

keeping our money. 
7. I am annoyed at his interruption. 
8. My mother is always frightened of snakes. 
9. We were surprised at her decision. 
10. Recently a number of children have been infected with a mysterious virus. 
11. with 12. into 13. of 14. by  
15. with 16. in 
 
Ex. 8.4  (P.56) 
1. B 2. D 3. D 4. C 5. B 
6. A 7.  D 8. A 9. A 10. D 
11. B 12. A 13. C 14. B 15. B 
16. D 17. C 18. C 19. A 20. B 
 

Exercise 9  Connectives (2)  
Ex. 9  (P.59) 
1. B 2. C 3.  H 4. I 5. D 
6. A 7. J 8. F 9. E 10. G 
11. too 12. instead 13. though 
14. afterwards 15. Nevertheless 16. As a consequence 
17. However 18. Nevertheless 19. Thus 
20. Consequently 
21. My legs hurt; hence, I could not walk any further. 
22. Alex worked very hard; as a result, he got brilliant result in the 

examination. 
23. I had tried very hard to convince him; nevertheless, it made no difference 

to his decision. 
24. You should not be angry with him; on the contrary, you should thank him 

for telling you the truth. 
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25. To prepare for the examination, she revised all the notes; moreover, she did 
a lot of past papers. 

26. I will not be here tomorrow, but you may discuss the proposal with my 
assistant. 

27. Hong Kong is a popular tourist spot as well as an international financial 
city. 

28. After the coach demonstrated the skill, the students followed suit. 
29. He had a stomachache during the interview, so he did not perform well 

enough to impress the interviewers. 
30. She took the photos so thoughtlessly that none of them were in focus. 
31. We have time and money, so we can afford to travel around the world. 
32. She wore a beautiful dress, yet this did not make her any prettier. 
 

Exercise 10  Prepositions (2)  
Ex. 10.1  (P.64) 
1. at 2. on 3. on 4. in 
5. at 6. on 7. in 8. at 
9. at 10. in 11. at 12. on 
13. in 14. in 15. at / on 16. in 
17. at 18. in 19.  at 20.  on 
21.  kept on 22. stared at 23. succeeded in 
24. depended on 25. was keen on 26. aimed at 
27. insisted on 28. glared at 29. was experienced in 
30. yelled at 31. on vacation 32. at random 
33. in rush hours 34. at a disadvantage 35. in danger 
36. at risk 37. on time 38. in a hurry 
39. on sale 40. on spot 41. in the open air 
42. at leisure 
 
Ex. 10.2  (P.67) 
1. for 2. of 3. for 4. about 
5. for 6. about 7. of 8. about 
9. for 10. for 11. of 12. about 
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13. of 14. for 15. of 16. for  
17. of 18. about 19. of 20. of 
21. took care of 22. complained about 23. send for 
24. bother about 25. punished for 26. worry about 
27. was charged of 28. heard of 29. hesitated about 
30. gossip about 31. full of 32. jealous of 
33. difficult for 34. responsible for 35. sure of 
36. famous for 37.  fond of 38. serious about 
39. optimistic about  40. suspicious of 41. enthusiastic about 
42. independent of 
 
Ex. 10.3  (P.70) 
1. from 2. with 3. by 4. with 
5 with 6.  to 7. from 8. from 
9. by 10. by 11. with 12. with 
13. to 14. with 15. to 16. With 
17. to 18. with 19. with 20. from 
21. with 22. from 23. to 24. from 
25. to 26. by 27. with 28. from 
29. from 30. to 31. by 32. with 
33. to 34. by 35. to 36. to 
37. with 38. to 
 
Ex. 10.4  (P.72) 
1. of 2. for 3. in 4. by  
5. from 6. A 7. B 8. D 
9. A 10. C 11. B 12. D 13. B 
14. D 15. A 16. C 17. B 18. D 
19. B 20. A 21. C 22.  A 23.  C 
24.  B 25. D 26. C 27. A 28.  B 
29. C 30. D 31. C 32.  A 33. C 
34.  D 35. B 
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Exercise 11  Phrasal Verbs (2)  
Ex. 11.1  (P.76) 
1.   G 2. M 3. C 4. L 
5. H 6. K 7. J 8. F 
9. I 10. D 11. A 12. B 
13. laid off 14. backed off 15. hang on 16. held up 
17. found out 18. made up 19. show up 20.  make out 
21. shows off 22. throw up / threw up 
23. asks after / asked after 24. called on 
25. after 26. off 27. on 28. up 
29. on 30. up 31. out 32. out 
33. off / out 34. in 35. out 36. in 
 
Ex. 11.2  (P.79) 
1. ( ) 
2. ( ) No, I am sorry. I cannot turn it on for you. 
3. ( ) A burglar broke into my house last night. 
4. ( ) The policemen ran after him and caught him at last. 
5. ( ) 
6. ( ) Mable came up with a brilliant idea during her trip in Japan. 
7. ( ) Please look after the baby for a while; I have a call coming in. 
8. ( ) 
9. ( ) 
10. ( ) 
11. ( ) It is 11 a.m., captain. Our plane can take off now. 
12. ( ) Look out! You are going to step on the hole! 
13. Doctor James brought me round within a few minutes.  
14. John was in the area so he dropped in at Stephy’s office. 
15. Lucy figures it out after working for hours. 
16. The whole class broke out laughing at the joke. 
17. I’m sorry to hear that he has passed away. 
18. Can you help me look for my contact lens? 
19. I went to the airport to see her off.  
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20. Please go on presenting your budget proposal. 
21. Thomas broke through his fastest record in this athletic event.  
22. Ivan’s failure lets his teammates down. 
23. Adam cannot put up with the heat in the sauna. 
24. The fire extinguisher can put a small fire out in a few seconds. 
 

Exercise 12  Clauses (1): Adjective clauses 
Ex. 12.1  (P.83) 
1. C 2. E 3. H 4. G 
5. A 6. D 7. F 8. B 
 
Ex. 12.2  (P.84) 
1. which 2. whose 3. which 4. who 
5. whom 6. that 7. where 8. which 
9. whose 10. when 11.  that he bought was expensive. 
12. has a dog whose tail is very short. 
13. who had robbed a jewellery shop was arrested by the police. 
14. in which she keeps the money is nowhere to be found. 
15. whose parents died in an accident was adopted by a nice family. 
16. has a good friend whom she can trust completely. 
17. does not allow us to go to the playground where there are a lot of villains. 
18. were led to our seats by an usher who was a handsome young man. 
10.   No. Kitty has a diary in which she writes her secrets. 
20.  No. The man who repaired the water pipes for us is a good plumber. 
21.  No. The house in which I was born will be demolished. / 
   The house where I was born will be demolished. 
22.  Yes     23.  Yes 
24.  No. The house where she lives was built in 1900. / 
   The house in which she lives was built in 1900. / 
   The house which she lives in was built in 1900. 
25.   No. Is this the woman to whom you gave the money? / 
   Is this the woman whom you gave the money to? 
26.  Yes 
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Ex. 12.3  (P.87) 
1. The committee appointed David , who is an eloquent speaker , as the 

debate team leader.   
2. My youngest sister , whom you met yesterday , will go abroad for further 

studies.   
3.     4.  
5. Do you remember Nick , who was in our group last year?   
6. Our team leader , who comes from China , can speak fluent English.   
7.     8.  
9.  Mr. Peterson, who comes from the United States, is our English teacher. 
10. Brussels, which is the capital of Belgium, is a beautiful city. 
11. The letter which he wrote last week was still in his drawer. 
12. Kenny and Joseph, who are twins, study in the same school. 
13. The watch that he bought was expensive. 
14. No one likes Calvin, who is very selfish. 
15. His computer, which is a present from his parents, is very expensive. 
16. My best friend, who is clever and smart, got brilliant result in the public 

exam. 
17. The restaurant which is near my office is having some special offers this 

month. 
18. Her pen-pal, to whom she writes every week, will come to Hong Kong 

next month. 
 
Ex. 12.4  (P.89) 
1. I seldom use the electronic dictionary my sister gave me. 
2. This is the Italian restaurant I have lunch every day. 
3. The man we met in the party is a pianist. 
4. The woman Peter is going to marry is very rich. 
5. The problem we had worked on for months was solved eventually. 
6. I am jealous of the girl Dickson loves. 
7. C,  Y 8. B,  N 9. F,  N 
10. G,  Y 11. H,  N 12. E,  Y 
13. A,  Y 14. D,  N 15. Vancouver 
16. Superwell Department Store 
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17. that he keeps all his money under his bed 
18. it was their credit     
19. the colours of his paintings 
20. that she always practises the piano at midnight 
 

Exercise 13  Participles (1) 
Ex. 13.1  (P.92) 
1. adj. 2. verb 3. adj. 4. adj. 
5. verb 6. adj. 7. adj. 8. adj. 
9. verb 10. adj. 
 
Ex. 13.2  (P.93) 
1. working 2. drinking 3.  moving 4. horrifying 
5. helping 6. running 7. failing 8. winding 
9. appetizing 10. promising 
11. He made a disappointing performance. 
12. The girls singing in the corridor disturb us. 
13. The lawyer showed the convincing evidence to the jury. 
14. We were kept awake by the dripping tap in the bathroom. 
15. Erica said some comforting words to the poor girl. 
16. Jason’s assistant found his lost file in the rubbish bin. 
 
Ex. 13.3  (P.94) 
1. hidden 2. spoken 3. Fried 4. unknown 
5.  Educated 6. required 7. fixed 8. relieved 
9.  expired 10. shocked 
11. The tired students don’t want to walk any further. 
12. We were sorry to see the damaged car.  /   
 We were sorry to see the car damaged. 
13. The villagers tried to remove the fallen tree. 
14. I like well-cooked steak.   
15. Here is my completed application form. 
16. A masked robber was threatening the customers with a gun. 
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Ex. 13.4  (P.96) 
1. I have just finished a very interesting book.  Are you interested in it? 
2. We were bored to death by that boring programme. 
3. The scene is very frightening.  The frightened child bursts out crying. 
4. I was amazed at my sister’s performance.  I had to admit that it was really 

amazing.   
5. His progress is worrying. His parents are worried. 
6. Her comment is really insulting. He feels insulted. 
7. broken 8. burning 9. escaped 10. frozen 
11. rescued 12. expected 13. waiting 14. burnt 
15. unknown 16. suggested 17. estimated 18. freezing 
19. trembling 20. disturbing 21. acting 22. accepted  
23. burst 24. conflicting 25. decorated 26. looking 
 
Ex. 13.5  (P.98) 
1. singing in the bathroom 2. sweeping the playground 
3. creeping up his arm 4. reading in his room 
5. sending emails 6. playing on the computer 
7. smoking in the house 8. burnt down 
9. smell 10. heard 11. see 12. spend  
13. find / catch 14. busy 15. hurting 16. misleading 
17. eaten 18. completed 19. sung 20. burning 
 

Exercise 14  Reported Speech 
Ex. 14.1  (P.100) 
1. is 2. it was his 
3. he had applied 4. she was doing her 
5. his brother would not tell her 6. wanted…me/us/everyone 
7. had spent his 8. she loved her 
9. driver...should not...there 10. had been 
11. he would leave…the next day 12. had died…before  
13. they had to 14. her...was sleeping then 
15. had been playing…that...the day before 
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16. Yvonne told Jacob that the movie was very scary. 
17. Howard told his mother that he had finished his homework. 
18. William asked Joey to give him her telephone number. 
19. Josephine told Sylvia that she would go to the beach in two days’ time. 
20. Peter said that his father was the most powerful person in the world. 
21. Timothy said that those reference books were very useful. 
22. Tim told Ronny that he was having a meeting with Bonnie that night. 
23. Tiffany told Miss Tang that Aaron had stolen her pencil case. 
24. Miss Leung said that the earth moves around the sun. 
25. Nicholas told Joe that he had visited the museum the previous day. 
26. The movie said that over 70% of the earth’s surface is water. 
27. The movie said that both animals and plants need water and oxygen to 

maintain their lives. 
28. The movie said that the dinosaur is the biggest land animal ever to exist. 
29. The movie said that The Ice Age had destroyed almost all the living 

animals. 
30. The movie said that sustainable development would become one of the 

most important topics the following year. 
31. “It was cold yesterday,” said Billy. 
32. Josephine said, “I have been a secondary school teacher since 2008.” 
33. Tony said, “Nancy, I can speak Putonghua well.” 
34. “There will be a quiz tomorrow,” said Ms. Jones. 
35. Roberson said, “I have been to London before.” 
36. “Dick tried too hard to be a nice person,” said Nicholas. 
37. Yvonne said, “Neither I nor my husband likes chocolate.” 
38. Johnny said to himself, “I must remember the formula.” 
39. “Joe and I are planning to take a trip to Tokyo,” said Wendy. 
40. Tommy said, “My parents have lived in Yuen Long for 12 years.” 
41. “Mary, you should draw the picture now,” said Mrs. Lee. 
42. Steve said, “Our dog died last night, and my daughter is still crying.” 
 
Ex. 14.2  (P.105) 
1. She told him to finish his homework as soon as possible. 
2. She told him to switch off the television. 
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3. She ordered him to stop chatting and keep quiet. 
4. She told him to buy her a cup of coffee. 
5. She ordered him to watch carefully. 
6. She ordered him not to run. 
7. She told him not to stand in front of her. 
8. She ordered him not to touch his father’s file. 
9. Aaron begged Christopher to lend him some money. 
10. Audrey invited me/us to have dinner with them. 
11. Jonathan warned Mary to leave Tommy alone as he was really mad. 
12. Mother reminded me to lock the door. 
13. Howard urged me to join his club as it would be great fun. 
14. Betty asked me to show her the way to Shatin. 
15. Nicole advised me to go to the museum first as it might close soon. 
16. Bonnie told me not to give Mary the doll. 
 
Ex. 14.3  (P.107) 
1. Nancy asked Tommy if she was pretty. 
2. Fiona asked me if I had finished my homework. 
3. Timothy asked Dorothy where they would go the following day. 
4. Lindy asked Judie where she was heading. 
5. Christy asked who the person in charge was. 
6. Carter asked Max if he could bring the table there. 
7. Joseph asked Cindy if he could borrow her notebook. 
8. Nicholas asked Dolly if she was going to Thailand the following week. 
9. Howard asked Tommy what he could do to fix the radio. 
10. Tiffany asked me why I had to leave the camp the following day. 
11. Gary asked Joey when she would arrive at the airport. 
12. Joey asked Aaron whether he was a waiter working at MacDonDon Café. 
13. Billy asked Cindy, “Can you sing me a song?”  
14. Mother asked Yvonne, “Why did you get hurt?” 
15. Eric asked Wendy, “How do you get to school?” 
16. Ronny asked David, “When will you have your Geography lesson?” 
17. Benson asked me, “Have you brought your compasses?” 
18. My sister asked me, “Where did you put my doll?” 
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19. Cameron asked Betty, “Will you visit me next year?” 
20. Marianna asked me, “Have you finished the presentation?” 
21. Fiona asked the monitor, “What does the teacher think about our class?” 
22. Ms. Garner asked her students, “Can you see the words on the screen?”  
 
Ex. 14.4  (P.110) 
1. CBAD 2. ADBC 3. CDBA 
4. DBAC 5. BDAC 6. CBAD 
7. DCBA 8. BCAD 
9. C 10. D 11. D 12. B 13. D 
14.  A 15. A 16. C 17. B 18. C 
19. know if you really hated him.  
20. Mary said that she would not answer unless you and she could meet 

tonight. 
21. whether he should regard it as a sign of forgiveness. 
22. Mary asked when you would be available. 
23. Nick said that any time was fine with him as he had already finished his 

project.  
24. Mary said that she had not finished the project and asked if you could help 

her. 
25. Nick suggested that you and he could meet at the YLP Library and discuss 

the project. 
26. Nick and Mary said that they were lucky to have me as their friend. 
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